Generalized Caseview applied to prostate cancer prognosis.
The interpretation of results of any study using large tables with series of numbers is always difficult. Generalized Case View Method (GCm) allows translating these tables of numbers into an image. The Method identifies each informational entity in the table with a 'pixel', forming what we call an 'infoxel'. The sum of all informational entities becomes an image, the Generalized Caseview. The method consists of two steps: the first one is to define the reference frame while the second is to visualize data through the reference frame. The 'infoxels' that constitute the reference frame should be organized according to three criteria: binary, nominal and ordinal. Here this method has been applied to visualize the results of a study about prostate cancer spread. This paper exemplifies the usefulness of associating a classical statistical tool with Generalized Caseview method to solve a biomedical problem.